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Reading 

In reading today, we would like you to imagine that you are living on the 

moon with Dave. What are some exciting things that you could do together? 
You can choose to either, draw a picture, draw a picture and write a 

sentence, or write a few sentences about your adventures!
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Writing 

Today in our writing lesson we are going to write 

our acrostic poems about ourselves. Yesterday 
we looked at our plans for the poem, making 

sure to focus on the trickiest letters.

Today we are going to write our poems about 
ourselves. On the next slide you will see the plan

that I did for Kevin’s Poem and his finished 
poem.

Once you have written the poem, feel free to 
decorate it and make the poem beautiful!



Writing 

Plan

K – Koala, kind, kooky

E – energetic, extra cool

V – very cuddly, very colourful

I – incredible, I love him
N – nice, naughty, neat

Kevin’s Poem

Kevin is a cool koala,

Extra energetic and bright,

Very cuddly,

Incredibly kind and caring,

Naughty keeping me awake!

Remember to 
write you poems 

about you! Send 

them to us, we 
can’t wait to read 

them!
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Maths

For today’s reasoning lesson you are going to be doing some colouring. So you will need

some colouring pencils or pens. 

If possible see if you can print the image on the next slide, if not you can carefully draw it 

and then colour it in using the directions that are next to the image. 

Be sure to send you wonderful pictures to our Year 1 email so we can see how fabulous 
your work is!

But first let’s recap all our learning of positional language by watching this short clip that 

describes giving direction.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p017s62l

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p017s62l


Maths

Look at the shapes to your left. Use the clues to colour the 

shapes:

• The square in the middle is yellow.
• The square on the right is blue.
• The shape up from the right square is red.
• The shape down from the squares is blue.
• The triangle to the left of the red circle is yellow.
• The three-sided shape up from the rectangle is red.
• The circle on the left is blue.



Maths
Answer

And this is what your image should look like. 

How much fun was that? Let’s do another one!

• The square in the middle is yellow.
• The square on the right is blue.
• The shape up from the right square is red.
• The shape down from the squares is blue.
• The triangle to the left of the red circle is yellow.
• The three-sided shape up from the rectangle is red.
• The circle on the left is blue.



Maths

Look at the shapes to your right. Use the clues to colour the 

shapes:

• The middle circle is green.

• The shape up from the right circle is red.

• The shape down from the right triangle is blue.
• The shape down from the circles is red.

• The square to the left of the red triangle

is blue.

• The shape on the left up from the rectangle is

green.
• The remaining shape is blue.



Maths
Answer

And this is what your image should look like. 

Good job guys!

• The middle circle is green.
• The shape up from the right circle is red.
• The shape down from the right triangle is blue.
• The shape down from the circles is red.
• The square to the left of the red triangle
is blue.
• The shape on the left up from the rectangle is
green.
• The remaining shape is blue.



Maths

Today is the last day guys so try as best as you can and smash out 

as many questions as you can!

Remember there are some amazing prizes to be won (see below) 

The competition ends tonight at 7pm!
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Phonics

Today we are going to use a teddy 
bear outline to think of different 
digraphs. Similarly to how we 
completed the petals on the flower, 
today we will use a teddy bear. 

On the next slide I have included a 
blank bear that you can print if you 
choose to, otherwise draw your own!

Use the trigraphs and split vowel 
digraphs on this teddy and make yours 
as colourful and cute as possible!

ear

air

o-ee-e





We would like to wish Will a 

very happy birthday today! 
We hope you have a 

fantastic day spending time 
with your family!


